
 
Taking Pictures for Your  

EBay Listings  
 
General Advice 

The vast majority of bidders won't give your auction a second glance if you have not 
included a photo.  Pictures often make the difference between a sale and no-sale.  
Getting great shots of small items requires more preparation than most types of 
photography, but the results can be well worth it. 
 

Golden Rule:  Your eBay pictures should be clear, focused, well-lit, and 
have a contrasting background. 
 
 
Stage Your Scene 
 

Choose a background that focuses on the item being sold! No busy wallpaper, 
wandering animals, superfluous items, soda cans!  Only the item for sale should be in 
the frame. 
 

 
 
 
 

What is being 
sold 

here??!!!!! 



A white/pale background looks cleanest.  Textured dark backdrops e.g. velvet. work 
well, depending on the item. Try towels, bed sheets or buy some fabric for a backdrop. 
 
The Perfect Picture 

 

 
 
Showcase clothing and jewelry on a mannequin or modeled by a person.  Use close-
ups where necessary, for small items or fine detail. 
 

        
 

 
Good eBay sellers take close-up pictures of obvious flaws and imperfections in items.  
   Showcase items with artful arrangements. 
 

     
 

 
Focus!   Use Your Zoom!  Highlight Interesting details 

            
 
 
 

Well framed.  Pale 
Background.  Good 

lighting. Framed and 
focused. 



Lighting  

 Using your flash may not always be the best idea, since it can produce glare or 
wash out your images. 
Sometimes a flash will change the photo's color or cause an overexposure 
because it's too close to the subject. Try another source of light. Shop lights, 
lamps, etc.  Avoid uneven lighting from overhead lights.  

 
Edit Your Pictures. 

 
Use image manipulation/picture editing software to improve pictures once they are 
loaded from your digital camera onto your computer.  This software allows :- 

 Brightness and contrast adjustment  

 Color adjustment  

 Rotating and flipping the image  

 Red-eye reduction  

 Cropping   

 Saving files as particular file-formats e.g JPEG’s  

 
Examples of such software: Photoshop, Photosuite, Picture It! Paintshop, etc. 
 
Things to Remember 

 

 Use a tripod or hold the camera extremely steady.  
 

 Taking a Picture of something flat?  e.g. comic book, magazine.  Stand the item 
upwards, at an angle.  Never take a picture from directly overhead. 

 

 If your eBay pictures are too big, they'll take too long to load. Your eBay pictures 
should be less than 50KB. 

 

 Provide pictures in JPEG or GIF format. 
 

 Flat Items can be scanned as digital pictures. 
 
Which Camera? 

 
Try these sites for product reviews:- 
 
www.consumersearch.com 
 
www.jdpower.com 
 
 
or see the publication “Consumer Reports”. 

http://www.consumersearch.com/
http://www.jdpower.com/

